Currently
being used by
over 150,000
educators!

TEACHER

EVALUATION SYSTEM
Easy to use, research-based, and linked
to actionable professional development

Research-based teacher evaluation linked
to actionable professional development
Evaluate teachers on what matters most
Based on extensive research, our rubric-based evaluation process measures
teacher performance on demonstrable behaviors that make a difference for
students, including:
 Using a variety of proven instructional strategies
 Knowing their subjects and how to teach them
 Using data to guide instruction
 Building strong, positive relationships with students
 Creating culturally responsive learning environments
 Conveying expectations that all children can learn
 Creating safe and orderly learning environments
 Demonstrating professionalism and collaborating with other teachers

Integrate achievement data for a balanced view
of performance
Integrate student achievement data from your statewide assessment
systems with evaluation feedback in our system to create a robust picture of
performance, one that balances ongoing classroom observations of teachers’
abilities with student achievement.

Help your teachers grow as professionals
Our system is designed to help schools and districts identify opportunities for
improved practice in classrooms and schools. You can easily aggregate data
from your reviews into reports that generate action plans for individuals as
well as school-wide and district-wide professional development plans.
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Ease-of-use for administrators and teachers

Ensure consistent evaluations with
clear, easy-to-understand rubrics
With just the click of a mouse, principals can
evaluate teachers using easy-to-understand
rubrics, thereby progressively improving teacher
performance.

Generate robust performance reports
Easily generated reports allow for multiple selection
criteria to help leadership teams make datadriven decisions about individual and school-wide
professional development.

Continue teacher
professional development
The power of this system is linking
teacher performance to professional
development next steps, thus creating
a culture of continuous improvement in
your school.

Teacher Evaluation System
Get started quickly and smoothly
We provide training for principals to ensure that everyone understands and is ready
to use the new evaluation system on day one. We also provide ongoing help-desk
support to make the transition to the new evaluation system a smooth one.

Set up your live demo today
Arrange a demonstration today to see how our easy-to-use system can transform
teacher performance evaluation in your school or district.





Arrange an online demo at www.mcrel.org/evalsystems
E-mail us at evalinfo@mcrel.org
Call us at 1.800.781.0156

Educator Effectiveness Suite
The Teacher Evaluation System is part of McREL’s Educator Effectiveness Suite, which provides tools and
training to not only measure, but also improve, educator performance. This suite of products aligns performance
reviews with real-time observation and feedback tools as well as top-quality professional development that
together, help teachers and principals chart a course for professional growth and improvement.
Choosing a comprehensive suite of solutions ensures compatibility between the tools and training for teachers
and leaders, as both platforms have the same research foundation and share the same theory of action.

Teacher Development Tools and Training

Leader Development Tools and Training

 Teacher Evaluation System
 Power Walkthrough® classroom observation

 Principal Evaluation System
 Balanced Leadership Profile® feedback system

software

 Classroom Instruction that Works® professional

 Balanced Leadership® professional development

development

To learn more or to discuss next steps,
contact us at info@mcrel.org or 800.858.6830.
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